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I have recently found myself arguing in the comments section of news articles on Facebook with 

individuals that are totally brainwashed by the media with regards to “COVID-19.” These people can’t 

wait to get their magical vaccine to be “saved” from something that, by the government’s own 

artificially inflated numbers, is still 99.9% “not a problem.” Their attitude is somewhat understandable 

considering that we only receive one side of the story and it is always based on lies and propaganda 

meant to engender fear. We never hear any word about all the doctors trying to blow the whistle on this 

massive fraud or who are trying to warn us of the dangers of the jab or who have found ways to 

successfully treat the symptoms1. Such “conspiracy theories” are not allowed on social media or the 

“news2.” Likewise, the algorithms of all web searches have all been adjusted to return only the 

“approved” propaganda at the top. Given that most searches return tens of millions of results, the 

chances of coming across unbiased sources are virtually nil. Basically, you are carefully and methodically 

being programmed. 

Welcome to Germany of the 1930s – on steroids, that is. 

Why would I dare assert that what we are told by the media are “lies and propaganda?” Quite simply, 

the truth does not fear the light of day. The truth welcomes debate for it has nothing to hide and 

nothing to fear. Those creatures who insist upon controlling the narrative, censoring people’s words, 

and “fact-checking” content are ultimately insecure about their own version of events so they must lock 

away all dissent. Such digital book burners clearly have something to hide, lest they would welcome a 

healthy, open debate as opposed to silencing from the shadows.  

Fortunately – for me, at least – I seem to have a sixth sense when it comes to detecting BS. “Believe 

nothing – question everything,” is my motto. Perhaps it is because I have spent over a decade 

investigating various false flags and I know the signatures of the games “they” love to play. I even 

predicted this “pandemic” and the year it was set to occur in a book I wrote back in 2017 – along with 

the inevitable fall of the United States. I knew what COVID was from the very beginning – an overt ploy 

to put Biden in office. After all, it’s part of the name. CORONAvirus – corona – crown – to bring down 

the king and install a new one. The truth is always found in the symbolism, as we will later see. However, 

that was only a tiny part and the true goals are global in scope and much, much worse. Dare I say, even 

biblical?  

But that is only part of the reason for this post.  

Quite simply, the time to remain silent is at an end because this literally is the endgame, whether you 

believe it or not. As such, we must learn to break through the brainwashing and awaken from our 

slumber. We must accept that those who rule do not have our best interests at heart. We must begin to 

see that a globalist, elitist cabal are manipulating events from behind the scenes. That latter statement 
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comprises not my words but those of Time Magazine3 when they recently brazenly gloated about 

securing the 2020 election: 

“[A] well-funded cabal of powerful people, ranging across industries and ideologies, working together 

behind the scenes to influence perceptions, change rules and laws, steer media coverage and control 

the flow of information.” – The Secret History of the Shadow Campaign That Saved the 2020 Election, 

Time Magazine, 04 Feb 2021 

If the aforementioned “cabal” will lie and cheat and outright subvert the Constitution in order to win an 

election, why would you believe anything with respect to the COVID controversy and associated 

“scamdemic?” 

There are a host of red flags vigorously yet futilely waving with respect to the narrative of the “Corona.” 

Any one of them, by itself, can be explained away. Taken together, they cannot. It is my hope that, when 

you see what I see, you will begin to question what we have been told and what we have been sold. 

Part 1 - The Faith of the Fallen 
I call the devout followers of this unlikely narrative the Cult of COVID. Most of the time, this unwitting 

band of believers cannot begin to debate an issue nor can they even explain why it is they feel what they 

feel. They merely reflexively attack. Since they can’t adequately argue their point, they default to ad 

hominem attacks, which is a standard defense mechanism for anyone that has been brainwashed. They 

become mindless repeaters, parroting a host of beliefs they have been programmed to accept. They 

cannot deviate from said talking points because they have effectively outsourced their ability to form an 

original thought to those in the mendacious media and the goons in government. They do not question. 

They do not know why they believe what they believe only that that is how it is. Again, it’s not their 

fault. The defective information has somehow slipped past their Critical Factor – the filter used by the 

conscious mind to determine what is and what is not truth – and it has become rooted in their minds as 

undeniable fact, a foundation without which their reality will crumble. They will staunchly defend that 

truth no matter what. Exorcising such deeply entrenched beliefs from the mind is very hard to do. I’ve 

been through it many times myself. 

The Cult of COVID’s two main defensive points have also been programmed. Adversaries are reflexively 

labeled either as tinfoil hat-wearing “conspiracy theorists” or simply as those who are not “believers in 

science.”  

And yet, in a way, they are correct. I do not “believe” in science and neither should you. That is patently 

absurd. Science is not a religion to be blindly worshipped and it sure as hell is never “settled” with a 

“consensus.” The scientific method is empirical, observable, repeatable, and based on accurate data. It 

is not political, politically correct, or “democratic” in any way and it certainly does not take sides. The 

goal of science is to reveal the truth in a world of lies and these revelations are made by asking 

questions and having an open debate without the inane intrusions of felonious “fact-checkers.” 

Those in the Cult of COVID believe the idiocy of wearing simple masks to stop the spread of a virus 

1/600th the width of a human hair in total contradiction to the 7 (at least) peer-reviewed studies4 in the 

last decade proving that the wearing of masks does nothing to stop the spread of a virus. It seems to 

make perfect sense in their minds so they believe it as truth, even though there is no scientific basis for 
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the belief. Yet more evidence of blind cultism. Unfortunately, the wearing of masks is entirely symbolic 

on multiple levels, which we will discover in a moment. 

The Cult of COVID blindly accepts that the CDC miraculously developed procedures to test for COVID 

when they never actually had any of the virus from which to build their preeminent protocol (yes, it is 

stated on page 42 of their doc5). These followers willfully embrace the CDC using RT-PCR (Reverse 

Transcription Polymerase Chain Reaction) – a manufacturing technique and not an actual diagnostic 

tool6 – ignorantly believing it to provide a binary test of infection, which itself is quite impossible. It’s not 

like being pregnant. The virus is so small, it has to be amplified to be studied. The amplification takes 

place via a thermal cycling method whereby a small amount of arbitrary DNA is doubled on each “cycle.” 

By the time they hit 30 cycles, they’ve got a billion times more material than what they had when they 

started. Unfortunately, the cycle count cutoff for what is considered “positive” and what is “negative” is 

a completely arbitrary non-standard number. In some countries and labs, anything over 35 is considered 

highly inaccurate but some reports have cycle counts as high as 40 to 45 in their unbridled zeal to secure 

a “positive” result. Labs typically keep this count secret. Estimates for false positives are 80-94%. Look at 

it like this: if you cut off at 20 cycles, everybody is negative. If you cut off at 50, everybody is positive. It’s 

like constantly moving the goalposts to secure your victory. I mean, if you zoom in far enough on 

anything, you will find an imperfection. But is it a piece of a virus and will it ever do any harm, especially 

considering the small amounts? Believe it or not, the physical world requires the good and the bad. For 

example, we normally walk around carrying good bacteria and bad bacteria and yet both are needed for 

a healthy body.  

It is interesting to note that the late creator of the RT-PCR test, Nobel Prize-winner Dr. Kary Mullis, was 

against using his test as a diagnostic tool and has even been on record multiple times expressing his 

utter contempt for a certain doctor that has been at the forefront of the COVID scam. “He doesn’t know 

anything about anything, and I’ll say that to his face7,” Dr. Mullis once said.  

And yet, if the CDC did not possess the “quantifiable” virus at the time their procedures were created, 

what exactly are they detecting? More to the point, what are they testing for and how do they know it is 

accurate? Arbitrary fragments of DNA? If the CDC had actually isolated the virus at ANY point – and, 

remember, we have been dealing with this farce for over a year – wouldn’t they have tested their 

detection procedures and updated them accordingly, thereby removing the requisite warning message 

about not having a quantifiable virus? If we were actually dealing with science here, of course they 

would. But we aren’t dealing with science. We are dealing with the selling of a narrative by any means 

necessary.  

The complete uselessness of using RT-PCR to detect this apparently imaginary virus is even stated at the 

very top of the aforementioned CDC guide on page 3 where it states8, “Positive results are indicative of 

active infection with SARS-CoV-2 but do not rule out bacterial infection or co-infection with other 

viruses. The agent detected may not be the definite cause of disease.” (emphasis added) 

Likewise, when testing for antibodies of a past infection, the same ambiguity applies. When describing 

what a positive result means, the CDC states9, “[T]here is a chance that a positive result means you have 

antibodies from an infection with a different virus from the same family of viruses (called 

coronaviruses).” In other words, they could simply be detecting the common cold. 
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The mendacious media wants you to believe that ALL positive results of COVID-19 are a true and 

accurate BINARY result – you either have it or you don’t. However, EVERY official document on the 

subject is drenched in a sea of ambiguity.  

And why all the lies with death numbers? Why count people who died in car accidents and heart attacks 

as COVID deaths if this was a real pandemic? Why would the CDC need to mysteriously pad their All-

Cause death numbers the very last week of 2020 by over 296,000 just to meet their lauded 315,000 

death count they had been building and overtly broadcasting throughout the year10? Science? No. A 

fraud, a hoax, and pure BS but certainly not science. We got the first hint of confirmation that this was a 

fraud back on 27 November 2020 when Johns Hopkins released a study based on CDC numbers that 

found NO INCREASE IN DEATHS11. The study was summarily taken down within hours but the writer still 

defends the research within. So much for any chance of peer review on that one. 

In May of 2020, the Trump administration announced the creation of Operation Warp Speed to “fast-

track” creation of a vaccine (which, as we will later see, was actually 3 months after a vaccine had 

already been developed). Do you realize that they contracted with a non-government intermediary, 

Advanced Technologies International, Inc. – literally, a defense contractor (more symbolism) – in order 

to bypass the regulatory oversight and transparency of traditional federal programs12? This means that 

any information about what they were doing might not be available through public records requests, 

not even Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests. How do you feel about a vaccine being pumped 

into your body being created in secret with no oversight? 

And look at the name they chose for the project – Operation Warp Speed. Anyone find it odd that they 

would reference a fictional TV show – Star Trek – for such an apparently serious problem? Again, more 

symbolism. 

Now, let’s examine the timeline of events. The first human cases of COVID-19 were identified on 12 Dec 

201913 in Wuhan, China, with the World Health Organization (WHO) declaring it a Public Health 

Emergency of International Concern on 30 January 2020. Yet, somehow, amazingly, the first clinical 

batch of Moderna’s magical mRNA vaccine was completed a mere 8 DAYS LATER14. The first participant 

was dosed on 16 March 2020. Are they really trying to tell us that they understood how this virus 

worked and created a “vaccine” that fast? Seriously? Is that even remotely believable? 

It gets better. 

Moderna’s press release from mid-November 2020, where they touted their vaunted 94.5% efficacy, 

stated the following caveats: 

“These risks, uncertainties, and other factors include, among others: the fact that there has never been 

a commercial product utilizing mRNA technology approved for use; the fact that the rapid response 

technology in use by Moderna is still being developed and implemented; the fact that the safety and 

efficacy of mRNA-1273 has not yet been established…” 

That’s right, folks. The “efficacy of mRNA-1273 has not yet been established,” and yet, at the very top of 

the very same press release, they were bragging about a 94.5% efficacy!  

Nothing to see here. Move along. 
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But there’s more. 

Moderna’s fact sheet for providers states the following: 

“Although limited scientific information is available, based on the totality of the scientific evidence 

available to date, it is reasonable to believe that the Moderna COVID-19 Vaccine may be effective for 

the prevention of COVID-19 in individuals as specified in the Full EUA Prescribing Information15.” 

Umm, it is “reasonable to believe” the vaccine “may be effective?” Again, are we talking about raw 

science or wishful thinking? They are claiming 94.5% efficacy, for Christ’s sake! It’s like GM trying to sell 

you a new car and saying it is reasonable to believe that it might run. Would you rush out and buy it? 

Again, more proof of a cult. 

The New England Journal of Medicine, when discussing the Moderna vaccine, noted that, “As of this 

writing, no correlate of protection for SARS-CoV-2 has been established16.” This was a mere two weeks 

prior to Moderna’s aforementioned press release. 

NONE of these official sources seem to inspire much confidence, do they? But yet, it’s safe and effective, 

unless you read their own documentation that states the safety and effectiveness haven’t been 

established. Doublespeak, anyone? Consider that this is the company that somehow produced a vaccine 

for an allegedly “novel” coronavirus in just a few weeks. Does this sound remotely reasonable? Either 

they had been working on it for a much longer time, which would make this entire thing a manufactured 

event, or they rushed it into trials with little testing. 

The most frightening aspect of companies like Moderna is their incredible hubris. On their website, they 

literally try to convince you of the similarity between DNA/mRNA and computers, calling their mRNA 

“medicines” the “Software of Life17.” As a computer programmer, I can tell you for a fact that unless you 

are FULLY aware of ALL of the variables involved, your program is destined to fail at some point. And 

there is simply no way that they can possibly know how everyone’s bodies will react to changes made or 

otherwise “programmed.” A better analogy would be humanity trying to reverse engineer an 

extraterrestrial UFO thousands of years more advanced. We are teenagers that think we know 

everything when we actually know very little. It’s the new nuclear bomb. 

Finally, let’s examine the inexplicable disappearance of the flu this season18. The media would like you to 

believe it’s because we are wearing masks. However, if the flu can be eradicated by wearing masks, why 

not the imaginary COVID, as well? In actuality, this is a good time to apply Occam’s Razor. The flu 

disappeared because it is simply being rebranded as COVID-19. End of story. 

Think about it, boys and girls. The CDC hasn’t isolated the virus, their own documents state that their 

detection methods for infection can’t be trusted, their magical vaccine was created in record time and 

yet “no correlate of protection has been established,” and somehow, the flu, which has been with us 

without pause for at least hundreds of years, mysteriously decided to disappear this season. This whole 

thing is a con and a fraud of massive proportions.  

Recently, on 28 Feb 2021, a dozen European doctors wrote a letter19 to the executive director of the 

European Medicines Agency requesting evidence of vaccine safety on specific concerns that should have 

been addressed in pre-clinical animal models. If testing evidence is not available, they foresee the 

potential for such things as bleeding disorders to result. They note their belief that the approval of the 
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COVID-19 vaccines by the EMA was premature and reckless and constituted “human experimentation” – 

a violation of the Nuremberg Code. The document was signed by more than 50 doctors. It’s interesting 

that we don’t hear anything about such dissenting science on the lamestream media. 

And who has benefited from this scamdemic? The elite, of course. U.S. billionaire wealth grew by $1.3 

TRILLION over the 11 months since the shutdowns began20. And do you think it’s just the country’s 664 

billionaires raking in the dough? Nope. China created more billionaires than every other country 

combined – 25921. Isn’t that where this whole thing began? Things that make you go, “Hmmm.” And, 

heck, Moderna alone will be paid at least $2.48 billion to combat something that very likely doesn’t even 

exist – except as Influenza A and Influenza B. It’s kinda like the banks creating money out of thin air 

backed by nothing other than your faith – itself a cult all its own. 

Even worse, CBS News 60 Minutes program recently reported that the Chinese government is trying to 

collect the DNA of Americans22. In particular, BGI Group, the world’s largest genomics company, has 

been linked to not only the Chinese military (People’s Liberation Army), but also to the Bill and Melinda 

Gates Foundation23. Mr. Gates was, of course, one of the primary voices pushing for vaccinations. 

Apparently, fascism is alive and well in China with business and the state working together for a 

common goal. Intriguingly, a recent Reuters article24 stated that the U.S. government was warned by an 

expert panel that, “[A]dversary countries and non-state actors might find and target genetic weaknesses 

in the U.S. population and a competitor such as China could use genetics to augment the strength of its 

own military personnel.” Unfortunately, the article also mentions BGI’s chief infectious disease scientist 

– someone by the name of Chen Weijun – as being among the first to allegedly sequence COVID-19. 

Unfortunately, his name is not one of the 19 authors of the genome as published. So, is this all nothing 

more than another mind game or is data mining the way to win the wars of the future. Do you think 

maybe we’re in the middle of a war right now – a war being fought without bombs or bullets but with 

computers and science and a manipulation of the mind? If so, would you even know the good from the 

bad? 

But suppose I’m wrong. Suppose COVID does exist. Do you realize that there are effective treatments for 

whatever it is that might be floating around out there? Both Ivermectin and Hydroxychloroquine are 

safe and effective against this so-called coronavirus, with the latter being a drug in use for decades and 

decades. And yet, Hydroxychloroquine has been viscously maligned in the press and by organizations 

like the WHO. But that is starting to change. A recent study showed Hydroxychloroquine to be effective 

in treating mildly symptomatic COVID-1925. But yet again, a few weeks later, the WHO reinforced their 

tired narrative and advised not to use it, linking it with Trump and effectively ignoring the science26. You 

really need to ask yourself why they are so insistent that you disregard something proven safe for 

decades while taking an experimental vaccine instead.  

Do the members of the Cult of COVID realize that they have blindly volunteered to be injected with what 

is likely an experimental gene therapy? Is it just semantics? This so-called vaccine has not been 

approved and is only being used under an emergency use authorization, making the recipients, 

effectively, lab rats. Not only that, do you realize that by utilizing specially coated mRNA, they have, in 

effect, created their own virus to sneak past your body’s defenses and invade your cells where it is 

supposed to generate a spike protein to elicit an immune response? That’s right, boys and girls. Could 

the only virus here be the vaccine itself? Could it actually be a Trojan Horse? This is the first time they’ve 
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ever done something like this and there is no known data regarding the long-term effects. There has 

NEVER been a successful vaccine against a coronavirus. All of the drug companies conveniently have 

immunity from any sort of legal recourse should you become ill. And, really, think about it for a second. 

They are in business to make money. They have no vested interest in curing anyone. They make their 

money from treating illnesses. Why would they possibly want to cure you? That’s like going to buy a car 

that will last for the rest of your life. Can’t you just see that so-called “doctor” on TV – you know, the 

one that looks and sounds like a car salesman – trying to sell you one of those? Do you really think the 

auto companies would do that? No, they make their money off the service department, don’t they? 

They engineer their cars to deliberately take hours and hours and hours to fix. Planned obsolescence is 

built in. Do you somehow believe that Big Pharma is any different? Do you insanely believe they are a 

loving parent that only wants the best for you and would only give you something that was proven “safe 

and effective?” Apparently, you miss all those commercials from ambulance-chasing lawyers seeking to 

sue drug makers for past mistakes.  

Well, at least the CDC is prepared should something go terribly wrong. After all, they have a document 

on zombie preparedness on their website, just in case27...  

“Those who can make you believe absurdities can make you commit atrocities.” – Voltaire 

Based on the evidence, in my humble opinion, this whole COVID thing is a con. The vaccine is the 

ultimate Trojan Horse. Put it all together and you should be terrified by what they want you to take.  

Science? Yeah, right. It’s just the Cult of COVID... 

 

See Part 2 here. 
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